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1. Describe the design concept of this project, including urban design considerations, choice of materials, scale, etc.

2. Describe the most important social and programmatic functions of the design.

Claire Donato Senior Associate

Mark B. Thompson Associates 215 985-1000 ext.111

502 South 24th Street Philadelphia, PA 19146

215 985-1012 cdonato@mbtarchitects.com

November 29, 2010

The Fairmount Water Works, along with its surrounding landscape, was considered one of Philadelphia’s most beautiful places and 
formed the basis for what would be become the Fairmount Park system.  The original Cliffside Paths (c. 1820s), set into the rocky face of 
“Faire Mount,” ascended from the Water Works to an elevated reservoir, offering visitors breathtaking views of the Schuylkill River and the 
surrounding area. The South Garden, dating to the 1830s, provided elegant strolling grounds for city residents and welcomed tourists from 
the nation and from abroad. The decommissioning of the Water Works in 1911 reduced the popularity of the Water Works and its 
surroundings; the entire site subsequently fell into despair and important original features were lost.  By the 1980s, the landscape was 
unrecognizable when compared to the numerous historic images depicting the gardens in their heyday.

In order to create an appropriate context for interpreting the significant cultural landscape of the Fairmount Water Works, the design 
concept for the project was firmly rooted in the restoration of the historic landscape.  Additionally, it was important for the design concept to 
address 21st century planning objectives by creating important pedestrian and recreational connections from the Water Works to the 
surrounding city streetscape, and to the Schuylkill River Trail which links city and suburban residents from Center City Philadelphia to 
Valley Forge.

Material selections were guided by historic documentary and physical evidence.  Original extant materials, including remnants of the 
marble fountain dating to the 1830s, were incorporated into the restoration.  Pavilions, benches, lightposts, brick pathways, cliffside trail 
alignments, railings, fences, and plant material selections were recreated based on detailed analysis of historic plans, maps, paintings, 
photographs, and annual reports kept by the project engineers throughout the 19th century.  Together these restored features create a 
unique landscape which creates a sense of memory for the City and provides a welcoming respite for today's park users.

The project design transformed a neglected and under-utilized landscape at a prominent site in Center City Philadelphia along the 
Schuylkill River.  The gardens and the recreational trail see widespread daily and year-round use by residents and tourists. Just as 
in the 19th century, pavilions, paths, statuary, and a dazzling fountain again attract visitors to this National Historic Landmark.

Through the restoration, and through related educational resources - including a planned exterior signage program and the 
Fairmount Water Works Interpretive Center - the project also achieves specific interpretive goals to educate the public, providing 
an important environmental message  about the Schuylkill River as the source of Philadelphia's drinking water, a story that is 
relevant both historically and today.  The site and the landscape connect the City's residents to, and encourage them to protect, 
the natural resource that that has allowed the City to grow and thrive for over three centuries. 



3. Describe the major challenges of designing this project and any design trade-offs or compromises required to complete the project.

4.  Describe the ways in which the design relates to its urban context.

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER PERSPECTIVE (CONT’D)

The decommissioning of the Water Works in the early years of the twentieth century, and the demolition of the Fairmount Reservoir 
by 1921, reduced the popularity of the Fairmount Water Works, and its Cliffside Paths and South Garden. Alterations to the Spring 
Garden Street Bridge in the 1950s further cut off access to the Water Works landscape. As public use of the landscape declined, 
many important site features, including pathways, benches, and original sculptures and ironwork, disappeared. The seriously 
deteriorated condition of the South Garden and Cliffside posed safety concerns and did not provide a fitting setting for the Water 
Works, which was newly restored in the early 2000s.

This comprehensive loss of original fabric posed a great challenge.  The character-defining features of the landscape had to be 
preserved, restored, and reconstructed using historic documentary evidence and fragments of physical evidence.  Conservators 
and specialty craftsmen were found to work with the traditional materials and methods required for the project.

As a public park on public land, funding through City capital budgets could not provide the level of resources required for this type 
of restoration.  The project leadership was determined that the quality and scope of the restoration should not be compromised, 
and the funding challenges were overcome through a dynamic public / private partnership between the Philadelphia Department of 
Parks and Recreation and the Fairmount Park Conservancy. A multi-phase implementation schedule was developed to allow 
construction to proceed while funds were raised over a period of several years.

The design was carefully developed to reflect the original landscape design but to integrate the design within the current context of 
the City.  The design creates important pedestrian and recreational connections from the Water Works to the surrounding city 
streetscape, and to the Schuylkill River Trail which links city and suburban residents from Center City Philadelphia to Valley Forge.
The new trail and path alignments also now directly connect the Water Works with nearby Fairmount Park attractions at the 
Philadelphia Museum of Art, the Azalea Garden, and Boathouse Row.
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I am just a bit in love with the Schuylkill Banks. I know how everyone likes to joke about how icky the river is, but
really, I find it to be quite beautiful. I may have been some sort of water dwelling creature in a previous life;
something about large bodies of water just hits me. A few Saturdays ago, I spent the better part of an hour sitting
on the edge of the bank, down by Locust street, just staring at the Schuylkill.

Strangely enough, the one part of the Banks that I don't enjoy is riding my bike on the trail. It feels all too
treacherous—people don't pay attention, pedestrians don't stay to the far right, spandex clad bikers zoom by
without shouting out "on your left!" It may all be fine on weekdays or whenever it's not crowded, but on sunny
weekend days, I'd rather walk it. That said, the trail that starts along the Schuylkill Banks is the same one that
goes up to Valley Forge, which is quite an enjoyable ride once you get beyond Manayunk.

You can take a boat ride on the Schuylkill from the Banks, which I have wanted to do for a long time and haven't
yet had the chance to do. And now it's winter, so I'll have to wait another few months. The tours cost about $20.
One takes you down to Bartram's Gardens, while the other introduces you to the "Secrets of the Schuylkill."

There are a great many things in store for the Schuylkill Banks. Three signs at the base of the current trail (Locust
Street) explain the new plans as well as the history of the river. More immediate construction projects include
adding stairs to the bridge at JFK Blvd, so that pedestrians can access the Banks from there as well as the
bridges at Walnut, Chestnut, and Market streets. The north end of the Banks has recently been redone, with the
addition of a stone plaza, a pergola, and stairs leading to a lower trail (which I have not yet checked out—if you
have let us know!). Future plans include a bridge so that you can access the park from Locust Street and Schuylkill
River Park, even if those pesky trains are parked there, a boardwalk extending from Locust to South Streets, and
turning Crescent, located between 34th Street and Grays Ferry Avenue into a greenway with a park and multi-use
trail. These projects are expected to be completed sometime in 2010 or 2011. The ultimate goal is for the
trails/greenways to stretch from the Waterworks down to Fort Mifflin, for a total length of eight miles. I personally
can't wait until it's all finished.

Parking - Phillyist http://phillyist.com/2009/12/09/parking_42.php
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Posted on Fri, Oct. 29, 2010

By Inga Saffron

Inquirer Architecture Critic

The most transformational project that Philadelphia built in the last decade wasn't a museum or a
skyscraper, but the skinny, mile-long strip of plain asphalt that hugs the Schuylkill in Center City.
On a crisp fall day, you can find runners from Penn, fishermen from Grays Ferry, and yoga
devotees from Fitler Square jostled together on the 12-foot-wide recreation path, drawn by big-sky
views of the sparkling river.

If Schuylkill Banks isn't an urban success story, I don't know what is.

That success is now under threat from two intrusions aimed at tourists, including a hasty plan that
would allow a private company's amphibious duck boats to use the park to access the river.

Barely three months have passed since a Ride the Ducks tour boat's fatal collision on the
Delaware River, yet the Nutter administration has already given the company a green light to dig a
massive open-air trench through a glade at the north end of Schuylkill Banks, just off Martin
Luther King Drive. The trench would slope under the trail to allow the duck boats to descend to
the river.

Come spring, Ride the Ducks officials expect to start running 60 boatloads of quacking tourists
through the park each day. The company is so confident of winning approval for its access road,
the recording on its reservation line urges people to join in a "new sightseeing adventure on the
Schuylkill" beginning March 5. Let's hope federal safety officials have determined the cause of the
Delaware collision by then.

The second intrusion isn't as destructive as an invasion of duck boats, but it, too, would alter the
park's easygoing ambience.

A group of private activists is promoting a plan for a giant water screen and fountains in the middle

Changing Skyline: Duck boats pose a threat to Schuylkill Banks http://www.printthis.clickability.com/pt/cpt?action=cpt&title=Changing+...
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of the tidal river. Inspired by a Las Vegas attraction, the big sprays of water might be described as
an ephemeral billboard, and would serve as a backdrop for video art and images of city
attractions. The backers already have secured promises of $2 million in state money for the
project, called Water Magic, and support letters from a half-dozen city leaders.

As dissimilar as the two projects are, each would profoundly change the character of the
waterfront park, shifting it from a residential amenity to a tourist attraction with moneymaking
potential.

Nothing is wrong with encouraging out-of-towners to visit the Schuylkill's grassy banks. But in its
eagerness to accommodate the tourist-centric projects, the Nutter administration appears to have
been blinded by dollar signs from tourism.

What's wrong with letting a park just be a park?

The real value of Schuylkill Banks is that it provides the kind of social space that today's urbanites
crave. The 1.2-mile park, which has its own administrative agency, is important because it extends
Kelly Drive's range of activities right into Philadelphia's densely populated heart.

Few cities can boast such convenience. The trail is a short jog from downtown offices, West
Philadelphia universities, and a tapestry of neighborhoods - making it both a commuter route and
a leisure destination. Mayor Nutter deserves credit for weaving the park into the city's bike network
with new crosstown bike lanes on Spruce and Pine Streets. As technology gives people more
flexibility to choose where they live, amenities like the park help make Philadelphia a more
competitive option.

But the allure of the park itself will surely diminish once bus-size duck boats start rumbling
through the trees.

Neither Ride the Ducks' vice president, Robert Salmon, nor the city's deputy managing director,
Brian Abernathy, would agree to release the proposed road alignment, explaining that the
company was still working out the engineering details with a consultant. But based on interviews
with three people who have seen the scheme, it sounds like many key decisions already have
been made.

Early on, the city agreed that the duck boats would ply the lower Schuylkill, below the Water
Works dam, because there is too much sculling activity on the upper portion. The problem is that
train tracks and highways on both sides of the river form a substantial barrier for the boats - at
least along the portion of the river convenient to Center City.

In fact, Abernathy insists, the only Center City entry point that is not blocked by rail tracks is the
triangle of land immediately east of the pergola on King Drive. This gateway is where the park
broadens out toward Eakins Oval. Years ago, the administration of then-Mayor John F. Street set
aside the triangle for skateboarders, who have just amended their design to accommodate the
duck boats.

But before the ducks came into the picture, the Schuylkill River Development Corp. saw the area
as the park's front door. It built the pergola as a trailhead to welcome people to the park. The area
has evolved into a major hub, a gathering place for parades and group events.

This crowded spot could soon be the place where the lumbering duck boats make a right turn to
enter the park. Since the river is 20 feet below the level of the path, the ducks will have to find a
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way to get down to the bank. The working plan suggests embedding the access road in a sloping
trench, to separate the vehicles from park users.

The trench, which would be paid for by Ride the Ducks, would run under the park's asphalt trail
on its way down to the water. But it's too soon to know whether the trail would remain flat, or
whether the duck boats would need so much overhead clearance that the company would have to
raise the path with a footbridge over the open cut.

Constructing the trench would be easy. But camouflaging it is another matter. The gentler the
angle of the slope, the longer the trench's approach. Joseph Syrnick, the park's director, said the
access road may have to run parallel to the path for some distance before tunneling into the bluff.

To prevent park users from falling into the trench, it would no doubt have to be fenced and
lighted. The trench's roadbed is expected to be the width of a car lane, about 10 feet. But since
the trench's earthen walls would slope, the opening at the level of the park could be 20 feet wide.

In the midst of the green landscape, such an open cut couldn't help but look like the entrance to a
parking garage.

These are just a few of the land-based issues raised by the ducks' move to the Schuylkill. What
happens when the clumsy vehicles plop into the river, which is increasingly populated by kayaks
and other small craft? How will runners and bicyclists on the trail respond to the attraction's
signature quacking?

Since Ride the Ducks intends to keep its home base on Independence Mall, what happens if the
vehicles become snarled in crosstown traffic as they travel up the Benjamin Franklin Parkway, with
special quacks for the Barnes Foundation and the Philadelphia Museum of Art? And who will
supervise the trench construction in the park - Ride the Ducks or the city?

Abernathy assured me that the final design for the ducks' access ramp would be presented to
neighborhood groups and approved by City Council. But that just means stakeholders get to
argue about the details. Moving the ducks to the Schuylkill Banks is already a done deal.

No doubt, the success of the park since its opening in 2004 took the city by surprise. Plans for the
project sat on a shelf for more than four decades before waterfront activist John Randolph nudged
the Street administration into action.

Now that the public has embraced the trail, Randolph seems intent on gilding the lily. Along with
another activist, Rob Stuart, he is promoting the plan for Water Magic, the giant water spray that
would serve as a screen for videos. They say that the content would be artful and not commercial,
and that the videos would be chosen by experts.

The screen, installed on a barge, would be the first phase of a larger project that would include 20
fountains running down the midline of the river between Market and South Streets. The fountains
would be programmed and lighted for an elaborate water ballet that the pair say would attract
droves of tourists. The added benefit is that the sound of water would mitigate noise from the
expressway.

Maybe so. But don't we have enough screens in our lives? A park is the one place where people
can go to escape the relentless assault of images.

Before parks became just another draw for tourists, cities valued them as a way to soothe the
rough edges of urban life. Tourists, after all, come and go. What cities need are residents who are
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here for the long term.

 

Contact architecture critic Inga Saffron at 215-854-2213 or isaffron@phillynews.com.
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Jose Garces apparently couldn't wait til
tomorrow... RT @chefjosegarces JG
Domestic is NOW OPEN at the Cira Centre!
http://jgdomestic.com in reply to
chefjosegarces 15 hrs ago

Philly Film Festival debuts tonight w/ premiere
of Black Swan; director Darren Aronofsy &
PA Ballet dancers to attend: http://bit.ly
/dsq3xe 16 hrs ago

Awesome! The Phillies Ryan Howard will
present the Top 10 List on Letterman tonight,
on CBS3 at 11:30pm. via @PhillyGossip 21
hrs ago
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/czRta9 1 day ago
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Light Drift, A Temporary Nighttime Public Art Display, To Set The
Schuylkill River Aglow for Three Nights, Starting Friday, Oct. 15

The new art installation will be located on the Schuylkill Banks, between Market and Chestnut Streets.

(Image courtesy Mural Arts Program)

If you notice a few strange glowing orbs along the Schuylkill River this weekend, have no fear — it’s not an
invasion of glowing jellyfish. Rather it’s Light Drift, an interactive, riverfront public art installation and
experience that is part of Design Philadelphia.

For three nights only — this Friday, Saturday & Sunday — from dusk until dawn each night, visitors can
interact with 100 vacuum-formed, non-toxic, recyclable orbs.

The orbs, located both on land and floating in the river, communicate with each other using sensors and radio
signals.

As viewers engage and occupy the orbs along the park, the grid of lights in the water becomes an index of the
activities on land. Multiple viewers can even create “intersections of linear patterns,” encouraging viewers to
“play” with each other.

The interactivity of the orbs is designed to bring the people together by providing gathering spaces for
watching the river turn into a flickering constellation, creating new connections on the river’s edge.

Light Drift is the brainchild of installation artist J. Meejin Yoon of MY Studio in Boston, Massachusetts. It’s
presented by the Mural Arts Program in partnership with Fairmount Park, Schuylkill River Development
Corporation and Philadelphia Water Department.

The Opening Reception for Light Drift will be held on Friday, October 15, 6:30 pm on the Schuylkill Banks
between Market & Chestnut Streets.

Light Drift

Light Drift, A Temporary Nighttime Public Art Display, To Set The Schuyl... http://www.uwishunu.com/2010/10/light-drift-a-temporary-nighttime-publ...
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An interactive, riverfront lighting experience
Three nights only – October 15, 16 & 17, Dusk to Dawn
Free and open to the public
Schuylkill Banks (between Market & Chestnut Streets)

Tagged as: Design philadelphia Events J Meejin Yoon Light Drift Mural Arts Program Public Art Schuylkill Banks
Schuylkill River Schuylkill River Park
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Schuylkill Banks River Tour: A Float Through
History
Posted by Samantha Lazar on October 13, 2009

In Dutch "Schuylkill" means "hidden river." During
Philadelphia's early history it was "hidden" because it was
so far away from the center of town, which was alongside
the Delaware, that few city dwellers ever ventured over to
its banks (though my main man Benny F. was a big fan of
its tranquility and liked to relax on its shores). During the
industrial era people wished it was hidden, but had a hard
time avoiding its filth and stench -- for years a
slaughterhouse near 30th Street poured steams of blood
and offal directly into its waters. Nowadays, though, the
Schuylkill doesn't deserve its dirty reputation; The Schuylkill

River Development Corporation has been working hard to revive the river, and it is no longer the
wasteland of its industrial days. Over 45 species of fish now thrive in its waters, people run and jog
alongside its lush banks, and kayakers, pleasure-boaters, and fisherman (in addition to collegiate
rowers, of course) abound on nice days. How do I know so much about the river that divides
University City and Center City? Schuylkill Banks invited me along for a "Secrets of the
Schuylkill" tour!

The Schuylkill Banks River Tour is an hour and a half long gentle cruise up and down the river, and
is a fabulous way to see the city, both for visitors and for any Philadelphian who'd like to learn some
history. While taking in views of boathouse row, the Greek Revival style Water Works (so beautiful
from the water side, you have no idea!), and Center City's skyscrapers, a guide tells stories about
the Schuylkill's history and its current re-development. In addition to learning lots of fun facts, details
about all the bridges that span the river, and the future of the running path -- four thousand feet of
new trail will be built within the next year! -- the trip is much more scenic than you'd expect. In
addition to the foliage, I caught glimpses of white ducks, herons, and an osprey (who knew?!).

Another boat trip, "Boat to Bartram's Garden," is also offered. This one will pick you up at the
Walnut Street dock as well, but it will bring you downstream to America's oldest botanical garden,
which is also a National Historic Landmark, where you'll disembark to tour the house and grounds.
Though the boats are covered to shelter you from the elements, tours only run for the rest of the
month before stopping for the winter. So make sure to catch one soon before the water turns icey!

Schuylkill Banks River Tour
2499 Walnut Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
(888) RIV-PHIL
www.schuylkillbanks.org
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New Coalition To Rescue Philadelphia’s Riverfronts

By Haywood Brewster | -- 10/5/2009
Nearly 40 groups are calling on city and state government to revive the public riverfronts along the
Delaware and Schuylkill

The Coalition for Philadelphia’s Riverfronts (CPR)—a new alliance of more than three dozen civic,
neighborhood, governmental, faith-based and business groups—is launching an unprecedented and
coordinated effort to revive Philadelphia’s waterfront areas.

The groups that are part of CPR want to create a public greenway for clear, easy access to the
waterfronts along both the Delaware and Schuylkill Rivers. The greenway would help recapture
Philadelphia’s heritage as a waterfront city and bring it into the 21st Century. Greenways typically
contain trails for hiking, jogging and biking, and they provide environmental benefits that improve the
overall quality of life. Riverfront greenways already have helped revitalize such cities as San Antonio,
Chicago, Pittsburgh and San Francisco.

Existing projects such as new waterfront access along Schuylkill Banks and at Pennypack Park on the
Northern Delaware show how cleaning up and maintaining a greenway along the river can serve to
revitalize neighborhoods. In fact, Philadelphia exists where it does because of the two rivers. Access to
the waterways was vital for business, health and pleasure.

“Philadelphia has an extraordinary opportunity to revitalize our city by restoring our riverfronts so that
they achieve their enormous cultural, economic and environmental promise,” said Rachel Vassar,
Citizens for Pennsylvania’s Future (PennFuture) Philadelphia Outreach Coordinator and Coordinator for
the CPR campaign. “It is time for a riverfront revival. It is time to make a continuous, connected,
high-quality greenway city policy.”

The groups involved in the Coalition for Philadelphia’s Riverfront go beyond the traditional
environmental organizations. They include development corporations and faith-based associations, civic
organizations, governmental agencies and “friends” of all sorts.

The Coalition is asking City Council and the Philadelphia City Planning Commission to make the
greenway a priority. City Council, according to the Coalition, should pass an ordinance requiring the
land along both rivers be reserved for a future greenway, and with the help of the Planning
Commission, add the greenway to the official city plan. At a minimum, the new law should require that
all new riverfront development be set back far enough from the water to allow for a high quality trail
with room for biking and walking and green space to help with stormwater management, filter
pollution, and attract wildlife back to the river’s edge. This policy should be applied to all riverfront
neighborhoods with the same high standards.

CPR also is calling on the city to look into creative financing options such as tax incremental financing
mechanisms, as well as possible state and federal funding, to support the greenway.

“Greenworks Philadelphia sets an ambitious goal of providing park and recreation resources within 10
minutes of 75 percent of residents. Developing parkland and open space connections along the city's
rivers is a critical component of this goal," said Katherine Gajewski, director of sustainability for the city
of Philadelphia. "The Mayor's Office of Sustainability looks forward to working with the Coalition for
Philadelphia's Riverfronts as we strive to enhance our riverfronts and provide recreational opportunities
for the benefit of all Philadelphians."

Besides the obvious recreational benefits—walkways, bike paths, access to rowing, kayaking and the
like—CPR advocates the greenway project for several other reasons:

• It will improve water quality, since a good vegetated buffer can help filter pollutants before they enter
our drinking water supply.

http://www.weeklypress.com/print_this_story.asp?smenu=1&sdetail=1545
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• As more and more Philadelphians commute by bike, the greenway will provide them faster, and more
environmentally friendly, ways of getting to and from work.

• New recreational space will add to the public health, by offering places for residents to walk, run,
cycle, and play. Additionally green space that includes plants and vegetation can combat the urban heat
island affect and help filter air pollutants, reducing heat-related deaths and asthma and lung disease.

• Greener riverfronts enhance economic and commercial development. More beautiful and accessible
riverfronts provide more attractive places for businesses to locate and bring in jobs. Business owners
value open space and river views when choosing their locations.

“The greenway along the river will increase adjacent property values and should be a basic part of
riverfront planning,” added Joseph R. Syrnick, president and CEO of the Schuylkill River Development
Corporation. “Public access to the riverfront is a key component of the quality of life in Philadelphia.”

For more information: www.coalitionforphiladelphiasriverfronts.org.

The Coalition for Philadelphia’s Riverfronts is supported by the William Penn Foundation.

http://www.weeklypress.com/print_this_story.asp?smenu=1&sdetail=1545
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